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During his March 4-6 visit to Washington, D.C. Israeli 
Prime Minister Netanyahu received the full backing of 

U.S. President Barack Obama for an imminent Israeli military 
strike against Iran.

The essence of the matter was reported by leading Israeli 
journalist Aluf Benn in a special editorial in the 15th March 
Haaretz newspaper entitled, Netanyahu is Preparing Israeli Public 
Opinion for a War on Iran.

“Netanyahu is hinting,” Benn wrote, “that in his Washington 
visit, he received Obama’s tacit approval for an Israeli attack 
against Iran—under the guise of opposition. Obama will speak 
out against it but act for it, just as the past U.S. administrations 
speak against the settlements in the territories but allow their 
expansion.”

“Netanyahu is attempting to convince the Israeli public”, Benn 
continued, “that the Iranian threat is a tangible and existential 
one, and that there is only one effective way to stop it and 
prevent a ‘second Holocaust’: an Israeli military attack on Iran’s 
nuclear infrastructure, which is buried deep underground.”

As both Netanyahu and Obama are well aware, such an 
Israeli strike will inevitably drag the U.S. into a war with Iran. 
That would be devastating enough, as vividly demonstrated in 
the outcome of a recent U.S. military exercise in the area. But 
the real game is much deeper, far more deadly.

Obama and Netanyahu are both mentally unstable British 
puppets. The notorious anglophile Obama received his orders 
to back an Israeli strike against Iran from British Prime Minister 
David Cameron, who visited Washington on the heels of 
Netanyahu. Iran is not presently developing nuclear weapons, 
as all sixteen U.S. intelligence agencies have stated, repeatedly, 
a view echoed by senior current and former officers of the 
U.S. military, by senior current and former officers of Israel’s 
military and intelligence services, and by senior former officials 
of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), including its 
former Director-General Dr Hans Blix.

Why then the mad push for war by Cameron, Obama and 
Netanyahu and their co-thinkers?

The real issue is this: the presently accelerating, utter 
collapse of the British Empire’s London-centred trans-Atlantic 
financial system will leave the Asian powers, notably Russia 
and China, as the “last men standing”, as the world’s dominant 
powers given that they are continuing to develop their physical 
economies in the interests of their populations. Rather than 

tolerate such a strategic defeat, the British intend to launch 
massive thermonuclear first strikes against Russia and China, 
unless those powers abandon their sovereignty and their 
high technology-oriented economic policies. This they almost 
certainly will not do. The British and Obama have therefore 
manufactured the present Syria and Iran “crises”, in order to 
position massive U.S. nuclear-armed naval and submarine task 
forces in the Arabian Sea/Indian Ocean, as was done already 
months ago.

Therefore all the pieces are now in place for a U.S./British 
thermonuclear first strike, while an actual strike has been 
prevented only by outspoken warnings from U.S. statesman 
and physical economist Lyndon LaRouche, echoed by senior 
military figures from the U.S., from Russia, and from Israel 
itself—men who know what full-scale thermonuclear war really 
means. Because as soon as Russia and China detect the U.S. 
missile launches, they will have no choice but to launch all of 
their missiles in response. And that will be the end of your life, 
and of the lives of your family and loved ones.

In fact, as various studies have demonstrated, the human 
species itself will likely then go extinct, either directly in the 
thermonuclear blasts themselves; from the massive clouds of 
radiation which will drift around the globe; or from the resulting 
“nuclear winter”, in which all sunlight will be blacked out for 
over a year and which will devastate the very biosphere itself.

LaRouche, who since last October has vociferously warned 
of this looming global catastrophe, responded to the Aluf Benn 
report: “The second holocaust will be the launching of nuclear 
weapons against the world by Obama,” LaRouche stated. “It’s 
all clear; it’s clear as Hell. And Obama, the President of the 
United States, is a liar.”

What you can do to mobilise against war

Join the CEC. The CEC is the only political force in 
Australia that is fighting to stop this war drive in its tracks. 
The best weapon is exposure: to get away with their Iran 
attack, the British are relying on the people’s ignorance of its 
thermonuclear consequences. The widest possible exposure 
can jam them up.

•	 Come to the CEC’s rallies, and flyer distributions at 
train stations and other public places.

•	 Take bulk copies to letterbox in your neighbourhood.
•	 Become a member and subscriber.

Netanyahu to ignite a thermonuclear WWIII?
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